D. BACHELOR LION TABLE

This slender, well-groomed lion bows
down before a friend, assuming a
welcoming, receptive position and
wearing a face of pure contentment. Is
he wooing a burly suitor or emerging
dreamily from a rapturous encounter
with a likeminded friend? There are a
million fantasies in his telling trace of a
grin, so make something up for
yourself. In the meantime, this jungle
Jim supports a versatile (you can see
through it) glass table that’s ideal for
recreation or the placement of
everyday items such as books you’ll
never read, TV remotes, class A
narcotics and more. This obliging “is
he or isn’t he?” lion is made of an
unregulated resin material that’s toxic
if eaten (tempting as that may be),
and has been designed by a cynical
Chinese woman who has known much
sacrifice, loss and hardship in her life
yet still somehow finds the strength to push on, day after endless day. The oval glass tabletop is made of glass, silly. Moderately easy to
assemble, provided it hasn’t been damaged beyond repair during its long journey to your home from the windowless, unsafe factory where it
was made under appalling conditions. Those legs will snap right off if you’re not careful.
40¨ x 1 x 24.5¨ x Y2 x 7.5%; glass table will not support human legs or feet and will shatter easily into dangerous shards almost immediately
Was $324.99

Now $458.99

Home things are the importantest of all
C. CELEBRATE FAMILY DINNERTIME

With today’s busy lifestyles, getting the whole
family together for dinner is often more difficult
than preparing the meal itself! And when you finally
do wrangle them all together, what you’re serving
hardly matters — it’s more important that you’re all
there together and basking in the glow of each
other’s company. This fun and elegant
reproduction is done in a ‘classic’ style and
features a patient looking dad who’s wondering if
there will be any wine (or the liquid of your choice)
left for him after his busy wife gets through pouring
for a host of thirsty wonderful brothers, uncles and
cousins. You know the scene all too well! They’re
seated in their humble dining room and enjoying a
royal feast of comfort food items such as figs,
salted meat, buttered toast, imitation crab, lamb’s
knuckles, teriyaki kale salad, Hot Pockets®, Welsh
rabbit, and mayo-infused sweet potato cupcakes.
For best results, place it where people can see it.
Over two feet wide, how many times do we have
to tell you?
Was $1,345.99

Now $875.99

